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What is involved in writing?



“Written expression is one of the most challenging tasks for 
children to learn. Students who experience difficulties in 
acquiring fluent and efficient writing skills may struggle to 
generate ideas, construct meaningful sentences, 
sequence and organise their ideas into paragraphs, and 
use grammar appropriately. These students may also have 
difficulty with handwriting, punctuation and spelling. 
Furthermore, writing requires knowledge of text genres, text 
cohesion and coherence, and a sense of audience. Any 
weaknesses in oral language expression are likely to 
transfer to written work as it is very rare for someone to be 
able to write material they are unable to say.”

https://dsf.net.au/teaching-written-expression/



“Unsurprisingly, the best 
writers in any class are 
always readers. Reading 
influences writing- the 
richness, depth and breadth 
of reading determines the 
writer that we become.” 

Pie Corbett, Talk For Writing.



Role of Executive Function
(added by Laurie Cutting, PhD)



Writing Rope

https://littlemissdht.wordpress.com/2018/07/15/the-writing-rope-managing-cognitive-load-metacognition-and-developing-effective-writers/

Role of Executive Function
(added by Laurie Cutting, PhD)



6th Grader in September



6th Grader in March



Spring of 7th Grade







Writing is thinking 
written down.

Reading

Speaking/Listening Writing



Oral Language

• Before achieving proficiency in reading and 
writing--and even after proficiency in 
reading and writing have been achieved-- 
oral language is one of the important 
means of learning and of acquiring 
knowledge (Lemke, 1989). 



Oral Language

• Oral language, the complex system that 
relates sounds to meanings, is made up of 
three components: the phonological, 
semantic, and syntactic (Lindfors, 1987)

• Some language experts would add a fourth 
component: pragmatics, which deals with 
rules of language use



Oral Language



Bloom’s Taxonomy



The frequency
of new or 
unfamiliar

words found 
in

what is read

The volume
of words that

are read

Students who read just under five 
minutes per week outside of school will 
read only 21,000 words in a year.

Students who read nearly 10 minutes per 
day will read 622,000 words a in year.

Students who read 15 minutes per day 
will read 1,146,000 words per year.

Students who read over an hour a day will 
read more than 4, 358, 000 words per 
year.

Factors that Contribute to 
Vocabulary Growth



The research says writing is…



Our Guiding Principles
• Direct & Explicit
• Alphabetic & Phonetic
• Diagnostic & Prescriptive
• Multi-sensory
• Analytic & Synthetic
• Structured, Sequential, Systematic
• Cumulative & Repetitive
• Cognitive
• Teaching to Automaticity



Pearson’s Model





Grammar



Grammar - Framing Your Thoughts

The agile cat ran across the field.

During snack, the excited students chat. 

The agile cat
across

the field 



Grammar: Functions



Grammar:  Tenses



How can we break this process down?



https://k12.thoughtfullearning.com/blogpost/networking-your-students-neurons



https://k12.thoughtfullearning.com/blogpost/networking-your-students-neurons



The Process

Plan
Organize
Write
Evaluate/edit
Revise



Plan
• Brainstorming
• Thinking maps
• Webs
• Lists
• ‘Brain Dump’
• What is my topic? Who is my audience?



UNPACK the Prompt
• Underline key words.  Highlight or box action words.
• Number the parts of the writing prompt.
• Plan how you will respond to the prompt.  Think about the text 

structure, and decide which strategies will help you plan and organize 
your ideas.  Complete thinking maps, graphic organizers, or outlines.

• Answer the prompt by restating the question and writing a 
well-developed composition that covers the points you have numbered.

• Check off each part of the prompt as you complete it. 
• Know that you have done your best work by checking over what you 

write.  Be sure you clearly and specifically respond to all parts of the 
prompt.  Check for content, organization, language, and appearance 
(COLA).



UNPACK the Prompt



Organize
• Select a graphic organizer
• Sequence ideas 
• Include transition/signal words
• How are my ideas related?  Do I need any 

additional examples of support?
Eric Jensen says that semantic memory is, “activated by 
association, similarities, or contrasts”; mind maps and 

visual tools assist students with such necessary connections 

(Jensen, p. 106).



Thinking Maps

Designs for Thinking, David Hyerle



Graphic Organizers



Graphic Organizers



Write
• Transfer notes from graphic organizer to 

paragraph form
• Expand your ideas
• How can I ‘hook’ in my reader?
• End with a strong conclusion



Evaluate/Edit
• Read your paper out loud to yourself
• Use an edit check list (COLA, COPS, 

CARRP)
• Consult with a peer or teacher
• Make changes to improve your paper



C.O.P.S



C.O.L.A.



CARRP: The verbs of Revision









Revise
• Write/Type a ‘clean’ copy of your paper
• Be sure to include all the changes
• Read and reread your final draft to be sure 

it is correct



Student Sample 1









Student Sample 2









6th Grade FALL



New 6th Grader / Fall Sample



New 6th Grader / Spring Sample



New 6th Grader / Spring Sample



What can we do at home?
• Talk to each other! Use sophisticated 

language
• Read with each other; build background 

& curiosity
• Keep a travel journal or a family journal
• Categorize information; brainstorm 

together
• Summarize/sequence a day 
• Get out of the house!  



What can we do at home?
• Write letters
• Keep a family log of activities; take 

pictures and write captions
• Write “reviews” of family activities
• Have children “persuade” you about 

items they want, places they want to go, 
etc.



How can I advocate in school?
Classroom Accommodations

● More time to complete writing tasks (taking notes, copying, written 
assignments/tests)

● Allow for extra time for homework/projects that involve writing
● Reduce the amount of writing/copying in class (give partial notes, provide 

agenda/syllabus, teacher prints notes)
● Provide quiet space/small groups for completing writing tasks
● Allow opportunities to verbally brainstorm before writing ideas down
● Assistive Technology
●

Classroom modifications

● Adjust the amount of writing required on an assignment (fewer sentences, etc.)
● Adjust grading rubrics to eliminate reductions based on spelling, grammar, etc
● Direct & explicit support in managing longer-term writing assignments
● Allow students to demonstrate understanding in other (non-written) ways - 

verbal presentation, visual presentation, etc



How can I advocate in school?
Remediation

● Direct & explicit instruction on the steps of the writing process
● Multi-sensory approach to teaching writing strategies, such as Project Read’s 

Framing Your Thoughts (grammar)
● Direct & explicit instruction in the different TYPES of writing
● Direct & explicit instruction in steps of the revision process; analyze different 

models of writing to practice constructive feedback
● Goals related to letter formation; development of fine motor skills
● Direct & explicit instruction of spelling rules & generalizations



Resources
Articles

● NY Time article: This is Your Brain on Writing
● National Writing Project: Neuroscience Shows the Pathway to Learning

Software

● Learning Ally
● Bookshare
● Read and Write
● CoBuilder
● Grammarly
● Write Outloud
● Collins Dictionary - Learner Definition
● Draft Builder
● Inspiration & KidSpiration

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/19/science/researching-the-brain-of-writers.html
https://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource/3555
https://www.learningally.org/
https://www.bookshare.org/cms/
https://www.texthelp.com/en-us/products/read-write/
http://donjohnston.com/cowriter/
https://www.grammarly.com/i
http://donjohnston.com/writeoutloud/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/
http://donjohnston.com/draftbuilder/
http://www.inspiration.com/

